SPECIAL MEETING NOTICE and AGENDA

Monday, March 28, 2011
5:30 PM – 7:30 PM
ERIE NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
1347 West Erie, Chicago, Illinois 60642
2nd Floor - Gymnasium

I. Call to order
   a. Roll call for attendance
   b. Establishment of a quorum

II. Presentation of Preliminary CEFTF Research Analysis

III. Discussion of recent CPS closure and consolidation announcements, including:
   a. Schneider Elementary INTO Jahn Elementary
   b. Carpenter Elementary INTO Talcott Elementary
   c. Andersen Community Academy INTO LaSalle Magnet II
   d. Avondale Elementary INTO Logandale Middle School
   e. Cather Elementary INTO Beidler Elementary
   f. Best Practice HS, Chicago Discovery Academy & Bowen Global Visions INTO New Millennium HS
   g. Tilton INTO Marconi Elementary
   h. Other schools yet to be identified

IV. Public Comment
   The chair will establish reasonable time limitations to accommodate all wishing to speak.

V. Conclusion